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become Ability person of “Time Control” 
- (World's First) We spent four year in commercialize the "time" of the sky. - 

 

Early morning life was I thought it impossible, because I thought it's typical night owl. 

 

 Realization in relative time system with A new technique that appeal to human 

psychology in Japan health promotion Medical Association in May 2015. Now, a system 

that has been attracting attention. Expectations for mental helth care sought to modern 

society is also high. And reduce stress, efficiency, improvement of life rhythm, training. 

 

 

 

 

 We there is a time stifling on clock of accurate by UTC (Coordinated Universal Time) 

and spend in the 24-hour society.These life rhythm and mental, and stress, which are 

also closely related, it has become a social problem. 

 convex corporation ,ltd. has released the iPhone / Android app "SoraJikoku BASIC" on 

September 16th.This is a system that combined the position and speed control can be 

relative time system and empty time. Can be illusion the time by SoraJikoku, it is an 

introductory version that will support the psychological plane in human time.  

Please interview and articles published. 

 

 Can carry the sky that suits your lifestyle,without stress, And it will changing the 

psychological time. (PAT.P) 

 

 ProductName: SoraJikoku BASIC 

 Homepage: http://sora-jikoku.com/ 

 Retailer: AppleStore / GooglePlay(release worldwide) 

 Proce:  ¥2,800 

 Exhibition: "Tokyo International Industry Exhibition 2015" in Japan 

 Attached: JOHOKU SHINDAN Magagine No.7 

 

 *Highly configurable "SoraJikoku PROFESSIOONAL" It is in preparation. 
 
 

Contact:  convex corporation ,ltd.  Person in chage of Haruo Kubota 

  TEL：+81 50-3631-5513  e-mail：info@convex-corp.co.jp 

  http://www.convex-corp.co.jp/ 

has been real-life example in the early morning type already. 

And Other it has also been applied. 



 

JOHOKU SHINDAN No7 (Tokyo Small and Medium Enterprise Management Consultant Association E News for Johoku Branch） 

IT EMBODIES THE FRESH IDEAS. 

- TIME ILLUSION APP SORAJIKOKU - 

 24 hours a day, everyone is given equally around the world.However, the perception of 

time different on each person.Fun time end quickly, painful time it feels like endless. 

Was focused on this illusion is the "SoraJikoku".In addition to time illusion, and fusing the 

ability to feel light. 

 This effect has the potential as follows.Increase the efficiency of the exam study, Life 

rhythm adjustment of people who are forced to irregular life, Prevention of missed the last 

train of salaried workers, Such a familiar thing.And medical field of such as mental disease, 

Such as the efficiency of work in a factory.I was listening to the feelings for the app to Ku-

bota who is the developer. 

SME management consultants, Yosuke Okamoto 

convex corporation ,ltd. May 2015 

SoraJikoku 

Q:How did you came up with? Those 

that aim? 

 

 I was followed by irregular life in rela-

tion to work. Therefore, I was feeling 
the stress that the time of the meal is 
not common.There is a great writer Ya-
sunari Kawabata, cartoonist Osamu Te-
zuka was attending the Asakusa of long-
established cafe "Angelus". When I'm 
relaxing in the retro atmosphere, it was 
suddenly considered "Once freely make 
their own time".When recognized as a 
common lunch time, it might be able 

reduce stress? I was considered. 

 After the idea, UTC(Coordinated Univer-
sal Time) is not good for the organism? 
I began thinking.Society continues to 
work for 24 hours, And there is also a 
spread of smartphones, people have 
been pressed for time.However, I 
thought and its smartphone also be-
come good medicine.We are working on 

a "future one Line Project" to go tell the 
good culture and environment in the fu-

ture. 

Q:The uniqueness of this application 

of patent-pending? 

 

 As a temporal hour system, it was pre-

sent patent request to shift the time, it 
was only for 24 hours from 0:00 (0:00 is 

fixed). 

 

 This is not beyond the realm of daylight 
saving time and Japanese classical Time-
table Method. This SoraJikoku, global 
society, will be the only watch that can 

respond to the 24-hour society. 
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Q:I heard that it has been attracting 
attention from the medical commu-

nity and the medical field? 

 

 Approach in psychology has been at-
tracting attention in this area. Teachers 
and university researchers are inter-

ested. 

 

 In my main job is content creation, 
sought appeal of design and grouping of 
UI, it may also be aware of the psychol-
ogy in making.For that reason, or it was 
like psychology from a young age.I think 

that sort of thing is, perhaps have led to 

this idea. 

 

Q:It is likely to be available to such 

training? 

 

 For example, it does not last long even 
after 2 hours self-study every day. Be-
cause not habit.I also heard that it is 

good just to sit for two hours. But a 
sense of accomplishment does not last 

unless obtained. 

 

 Here, set "1 hour" to "2 hours" on the 
"SoraJikoku".  In other words, if the 
time of speed doubled, and will result in 
a lapse of 2 hours in the "SoraJikoku" 
after one hour. You can get a sense of 
achievement and this way. And 

then,gradually return to until the original 
time (2 hours), and finally become study 

habits 2 hours. I believe so. 

 

Q: Other than use of the smartphone, 
there is a possibility of any use of 

media? 

 

 In the experiment, we found that the 
illusion occurs even with a small amount 

of light. By connecting to a large TV or 
projector, there is a possibility that the 

increase is more effective. 

 Verification of physiological changes is 
the future challenge. However, other 
effects on such beauty and diet by 
metabolic improvement, we believe that 

there is a possibility to help also of de-

mentia research. 

 

 Other, flight attendant, night employee, 
such as submarine crew, it will reduce 
the stress is thought of those who have 
been forced to live with unreasonable as 

a human organism. 

 

 Also, if the property that take full com-

munication equipment that smartphone, 

you can set the time on the remote. 

In addition to use in the home as a dedi-
cated Wall Clock, also I think can be 
used to improve productivity in offices 

and factories. 

Haruo Kubota SoraJikoku 


